PARTS OF SPEECH POSTER PROJECT

Your class is to form eight groups – each group designed to become an expert on a particular part of speech. After being assigned a part of speech, your group will work collaboratively to produce a poster about their particular part of speech. Each poster must include:

- a definition of your part of speech
- rules about use
- examples
- a visual symbol
- an original poem to help people remember your part of speech
- a slogan

For each element of the poster, the focus should be on the function of the part of speech. Each poster will be presented to the class with each group member contributing. Small prizes will be for the group judged to be the best by the class & teacher.

Posters will be displayed in the classroom/team area as a future reference. It is expected that students will use this information in class activities such as editing and language awareness activities.

Some examples:

Poem

There was a young writer from Riverside
Who wrote a letter to his friend, Clyde
Without knowing the function
He used some conjunctions
And joined the sentences from inside.

Slogans

NO NOUN, NO NAME

Verbs - bringing sentences alive.

Scoring:

10 pts - a correct definition of your part of speech
10 pts – correct rules about use
10 pts – at least 3 examples
10 pts - a visual symbol
15 pts - original poem to help people remember your part of speech
10 pts - a slogan
15 pts – neatness of poster
20 pts – quality of presentation (serious, planned-out, everyone participates & knows what to do)